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Monday, %d February 1835 . -.;,

SIR THOMAS MAKDOUGALL BRISBANE, K. C. B. | |
President, in the Chair. j

The following Donation was presented *:— jjjj
i

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy. Vol. xvii. Part 1.—
By the Academy.

The following Communication was read :—

On the History of the Arch. By Dr Traill.

Dr Traill stated, as the result of a careful examination of the
passages in ancient authors, supposed to prove the early use of
arches by the Greeks, that we must abandon all hope of solving
this disputed point, by a reference to those authors ; and he in-
stanced the danger of inferences from such uncertain data, by com-
paring the description of the Treasury of Minyas, given by Pausa-
nias, with the still remaining kindred edifice, the Treasury of the
Atridae at Mycenae. He also noticed the loose sense in which the
ancient Greeks employed the terms B-oXo$y

* The Donations for the 10th January and 2d February have been inad-
vertently transposed.
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He next examined the evidence of the ancient use of arches, de-
rived from existing monuments. He shewed the existence of true
arched conduits in two very ancient Grecian edifices, the ruins of
the Temple of Apollo Didymseus, in the territory of Miletus, and
that of Apollo Delphineus at Athens; but he pointed out reasons
why the Greeks never used the arch as a conspicuous member of their
architecture, though these examples shew that they were not igno-
rant of the principle of the arch.

In reviewing the specimens of early Italian art, he shewed that
the arch was well understood by the ancient Etruscans. He con-
tended, from ancient authorities, and the peculiarity of the ma-
sonry, that in the Emissary of the Alban Lake, the Cloaca Maxi-
ma at Rome, the substructions of the Temple of Tarpeian Jove, and
probably also in the body of the Pantheon itself, we have genuine
specimens of very ancient Etruscan art, in which arches form con-
spicuous members; and he shewed that, in the walls of Cortona,
Fesulse, and Volterra, in the ruins of the Theatre of Arezzo, in the
Piscina of Volterra, and in the sepulchres of Perugia and Tarquinii,
we have undoubted and very ancient specimens of Etruscan
arches. In the temples of Egypt we have no examples of any arch,
one of the arches figured in Belzoni's tenth plate being evidently
Saracenic, and the others a mere hole, with a rounded top, cut in a
wall; but the author exhibited specimens of both round and pointed
arches, lately delineated by Mr George Hoskins junior, in the an-
cient royal tombs of Naputa and Meroe, which shew that arches
were perfectly understood by the singular people of ancient Ethiopia*

The author next shewed that the pointed arch was long employed
in eastern architecture before it was known in western Europe ; a
position which he illustrated by a collection of sketches from va-
rious authors.

He concluded this Essay by some observations on the extraor-
dinary architecture of the ancient inhabitants of the table land of
Anahriac, or Mexico, in which arches are distinctly visible ; as may
be seen in the designs of Dupaix, published in the magnificent work
of Aglio ; though the domes in the stupendous tombs of that peo-
ple are constructed on the same principle as the Treasury of Atreus
at JVTycense.
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